
 

Driving customer-centricity through harmonising insights,
strategy, and operational implementation

React Insights and The CX Group, two esteemed and highly recommended thought leaders in understanding customers for
more than 20 years, have joined forces in a collaborative partnership to create memorable customer experiences that make
people talk. Together, these businesses have mastered CX Strategies and its operational implementation by underpinning
the execution with customer research.

In 2024, a pivotal business trend involves brands establishing meaningful connections with customers on a personal level.
With numerous innovative AI tools available, it is becoming easier for brands to achieve this on a large scale. Despite the
seemingly straightforward nature of automated marketing communication journeys, the practical implementation reveals
increasingly complex operational strategies for marketing departments and other business divisions. As organisations
handle this complexity, the synergy between technology and human-based customer engagement becomes crucial for
achieving customer centricity.

With this significant shift towards digitalisation, and personal brand experiences at large, brands can no longer afford to
implement brand strategies without: one, understanding their target customers through evident sources of information, two,
designing strategies that are customer-focused, and three, establishing robust operational relationships among marketing,
sales, and customer-facing teams.

React has celebrated its 30th birthday as a trusted partner and expert in customer experience research. They bring a
legacy of knowledge in helping top-performing brands understand consumers through customer experience, brand
engagement, and employee engagement studies.

Through these evidence-based approaches, The CX Group has assisted brand teams for over 20 years to identify gaps
and opportunities through customer experience design, CX consulting, and team enablement programmes. While offering a
range of customer experience solutions, their expertise comprises a profound team of strategists and facilitators to assist
organisations with hands-on strategy design and implementation to ensure that leadership, operational and client-facing
teams in the workforce are aligned with the business’ customer experience vision.

React and The CX Group’s parallel collaboration of expertise has expanded the value they provide to their clients, and they
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are taking on the challenge of leading the future in customer-centricity by harmonising research, strategy design and
implementation. This approach will give brand teams the confidence to embrace technology while connecting with
customers on a personal level and deliver consistency throughout their brand promise.

If your business craves a transformative shift in customer engagement, that will weave the golden thread between
connecting your business strategy with your revenue growth, get in touch with them to set up a consultation.

For more information about React visit https://www.react.co.za/.
For more information about The CX Group visit https://www.thecxgroup.co.za/.

Or contact them on email: az.oc.tcaer@tcatnoc  | az.oc.puorgxceht@olleh
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